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Abstract
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I . In t r o duct i o n
In distributed systems, a group of computer should continue to do cooperation in order to finish some jobs.
The election protocol is especially helpful tools since it is closely related to group communication [1] , which (among other uses) provides a powerful basis for implementing active replications. Whenever a membership change occurs, processes can consent to which of them should do to finish a waiting job or begin a new job. The problem of constructing a stable election protocol is very same with the one of getting common knowledge in a synchronous distributed system such as the consensus problem [1] .
The Election problem [1] is defined as that a unique coordinator be elected from a given group of processes.
Many research has been widely done so far based on only wired network environment in the research community [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
Because many distributed protocols need an election protocol to build fault tolerant distributed systems.
However, to our knowledge, there is a few work that has been devoted to this problem in a mobile ad hoc network environment.
When nodes are moving, based on topology change nodes would dynamically join and leave the mobile ad hoc network. In such mobile ad hoc networks, leader election can arise more frequently and having it a particularly critical element of fault tolerant distributed system operation.
Mobile ad hoc systems are more often subject to environmental adversities which can cause loss of messages or data [8] . In particular, a mobile node can fail •This paper was supported by the research grant of the Chungbuk National University in 2014.
or disconnect from the rest of the network. Designing fault tolerant distributed systems in such an MANET environment is a difficult and complex effort. Leader election protocols for MANET have been proposed in [9, 10] . In this paper, we are focused on an extrema-finding algorithm, because we believe it is desirable to elect a leader with some system-related attributes such as maximum battery life or maximum computation power. The algorithms in [9] are not extrema-finding algorithm and it cannot be extended to perform extrema finding. Although, extrema-finding leader election algorithms for mobile ad hoc networks have been proposed in [10] , these algorithms are unrealistic as they require nodes to meet and exchange information in order to elect a leader and therefore they are not well-suited to the applications discussed earlier.
Several clustering algorithms have been proposed for mobile networks (e.g. [11] , [12] ), but these algorithms elect cluster-heads only within their single hop neighborhood.
The aim of this paper is to propose a solution to the election problem in a specific ad hoc mobile computing environment. This solution is based on the group membership detection algorithm that is a classical one for synchronous distributed systems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the mobile system model we use. In Section 3, a solution to the election problem in a conventional synchronous system is presented. A protocol to solve the election problem in a mobile ad hoc computing system is presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5. In Section 3, a solution to the election problem in a conventional synchronous system is presented. A protocol to solve the election problem in a mobile ad hoc computing system is presented in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
Before developing a leader election algorithm for ad-hoc computing environments, we first define our system model based upon assumptions and goals. We model an ad hoc network as an undirected graph, i.e., G = -Each node has a weight value Wi associated with it.
The value of a node indicates its "priority" as a leader of the system and can be calculated upon some criteria such as the node's battery power, the position where the node's distance from other nodes is minimal, computational capabilities etc.
-All nodes have unique identifiers. They are used to identify participants during the election process. Node IDs are used to break ties among nodes which have the same value.
-Links are bidirectional and FIFO, i.e. messages are delivered in order over a link between two neighbors.
-Node mobility may result in arbitrary topology changes including network partitioning and merging.
Furthermore, nodes can crash arbitrarily at any time and can come back up again at any time.
-A message delivery is guaranteed only when the sender and the receiver remain connected (not partitioned) for the entire duration of message transfer.
Each node has a sufficiently large receive buffer to avoid buffer overflow at any point in its lifetime.
The objective of our leader election algorithm is to ensure that after a finite number of topology changes, eventually each node i has a leader which is the most-valued-node from among all nodes in the connected component to which i belongs.
II I . Le ad er Elec t i on A lgori t hm in a St a t ic Ne t work
In this section, we describe a leader election algorithm based on group membership detection algorithm, simply GMDA, by diffusing computations. In later sections, we will discuss in detail how this algorithm can be adapted to a mobile setting.
. 1 L e a de r E le cti o n in a S ta tic N e tw o r k
We first describe our election algorithm in the environment of a static network, where we assume that nodes and links never fail. The algorithm consists of two phases operated at the node that initiates the election algorithm. 1) Scattering phase-it operates by first "scattering the election message" and 2) Gathering phase-it operates by then "gathering the id of each node" that is connected to the static networks. We refer to this computation-initiating node as the source node. As we will see, after gathering all nodes' ids completely, the source node will have the information enough to determine the most-valued-node and will then broadcast its identity to the rest of the nodes in the network. The algorithm uses three messages, i.e., Election, Ack and Leader. In Figure 1(c) , the node D and F also send the Ack messages to the sources node when they received the Election messages from the B and C respectively. Each of these Ack messages contains the identities of the neighbor and its actual value.
Eventually, the source A hears all acknowledgments from all of other nodes except itself in Figure 1 We assume that the value of the node is the same as its identifier. This assumption has been made only for simplicity of presentation without loss of generality.
Before we formally specify our algorithm and describe it in detail, we briefly introduce notation used in our algorithm specification and the execution model. if no_signal from ldri then 8.
statusi := Elect; 9.
mumi := mumi +1; 10.
send election(mumi) to each process of ni; end-if 11.
Upon received election(m) from process j: 12.
statusi= Wait; 13. e_num : = m; k : = j; 14.
send election(m) to each process of ni except j: 15.
send ack(ni) to processes j; 16. On statusi = Elect : 17.
Upon received ack (q) from process j : 18.
wli : = wli -{ j } 19.
cli := cli∪{ j };
20.
wli := wli∪{ q -{ q ∩ cli } } 21. if wli = empty then checklist(); end-if 22.
Upon received election(r) from process j : 23. if { (mumi, i) < (r, j) } then 24.
send election(r) to each process of ni; 25.
send ack(ni) to processes j; 26.
e_num : = r; k : = j; 27.
statusi := Wait; end-if 28. On status = Wait : 29.
Upon received leader(t) from process j : 30.
ldri := t ; 31.
send leader(ldri) to each process of ni except j; 32.
statusi := Norm; 33.
Upon received election(r) from process j : 34.
if { (e_mum, k) < (r, j) } then 35.
send election(r) to each process of ni ; 36.
send ack(ni) to processes j; 37.
e_num : = r; k : = j; 38.
end-if 39. Checklist() : 40.
ldri := max (cli) 41.
send leader (ldri ) to each process of ni ;
42.
statusi := Norm; Election messages from node i, it must sends the Ack message to the node. But because of node mobility, it may happen that node j, which should yet report an Ack message to node i, gets disconnected from it. Node i must detect this event, since otherwise it will never report an Ack message to node i and therefore, no leader will be elected. In this case, node i send an Election message to the node j again and wait an Ack message for a certain timeout period. If node i does not received Ack message from the node for those period, then it removes the node from the list wli since the node gets disconnected or crashes. It is described at line 23-26 and 34-37 of Fig. 2 . 
VI . C o n cl us io n s
In this paper, we proposed an asynchronous, distributed leader election algorithm for mobile, ad hoc networks and showed it to be correct. We formally specified the property of our leader election algorithm using temporal logic.
We have assumed the ad-hoc network topology is dynamically changing and nodes are frequently connected
The Design of an Election Protocol based on Mobile Ad-hoc Network Environment 47 and disconnected over the networks. With this approach, the leader election specification states explicitly that progress and safety cannot always be guaranteed. In practice, our requirement for progress is that there exists a constant c such that if connection or disconnections occur for a period of at least c, then by end of that period, the system reaches a state satisfying a leader elected. Furthermore, the system remains in that state as long as no failures or disconnections occur.
In fact, if the rate of perceived a leader failures in the system is lower than the time it takes the protocol to make progress and accept a new leader, then it is possible for the algorithm to make progress every time there is a leader failure in the system.
In real world systems, where process crashes actually lead a connected cluster of processes to share the same connectivity view of the network, convergence on a new leader can be easily reached in practice. However, the algorithm should work correctly even in the case of unidirectional links, provided that there is symmetric connectivity between nodes. We are currently working on the proof of correctness in the case of unidirectional links. We are also investigating on how our election algorithm can be adapted to perform clustering in wireless, ad hoc networks. 
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